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Fall 2021: Iliad seminar Week 9: The world of the Iliad  

 

SLIDE 1: Variations on a theme 

Today, we are tracking the presence in the Iliad of two recurring motifs in Greek mythology: 

divine mothers who seek immortality for their sons or lovers (which we see via Thetis and 

Achilles) and descriptions of heroes’ armor.  

  

Last week we looked at this summary of Aethiopis, which presumably featured a narrative about 

Memnon, the demi-god son of Dawn and Aethiopian king Tithonus who kills Antilochus and is 

killed by Achilles. This week, we look at the Homeric Hymn to Demeter and intersections 

between Demeter and Thetis.  

 

SLIDE 2: Thetis’ appeal  

 

Thetis’ appeal to Zeus is book one shapes the course of events in the poem. In this sense, Thetis 

has the power to control the narrative: Her appeal to Zeus provokes him to bring despair and 

death to the Achaeans via Trojan success (until the crucial moment when fate must be fulfilled, 

and Troy must fall). Zeus refers to his promise to Thetis at various points in the poem; in 16.651, 

he determines the best course is to “pile up war’s arduous toil for even more men” (perhaps an 

allusion to a larger plan as well).  

 

According to Achilles, Thetis’ leverage is having once “averted ugly destruction from Cronus’ 

son” by releasing him from a plot carried out by Athena, Hera, and Poseidon. Considering other 

sources we have looked at, when Thetis says, in 1.503-5, “if ever I was of service to you among 

the immortals/in word or deed,” perhaps there is a larger, cosmic “service” she has provided. 

Marrying a mortal ensures that whatever son she has will be mortal, thus preventing a future 

succession war in which Zeus’ son supplants him as Zeus supplanted his father. 

 

SLIDE 3: Thetis’ grief 

 

While we can “make sense” of Thetis’ grief in the context of the poem alone, awareness of the 

larger world of myth and the ways our Iliad may be in conversation with it offers additional 

layers of potential meanings. Upon hearing Achilles’ cry, without even knowing why he is 

crying, Thetis’ immediate response is to commence grieving, and her sisters lament with her. She 

grieves his mortality, that he will be cut down in his prime and that he is suffering, from which 

she cannot save him (and neither can Hephaestus, though he wishes he could). She also grieves 

for her own losses, the “bitter sorrows” that she, “above all others” has been subjected to, 

including being forced into marriage with a mortal that she did not want. We might ask, what 
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differentiates Thetis from other immortals whose children are fighting and dying at Troy, and 

how does it impact the war? 

 

In book 24, we will see Thetis grieving “the fate of her blameless son,” a phrase that can seem 

open-ended when set against her backstory. She wears a “deep-blue veil,” the darkest garment in 

existence within the world of the poem and one that may be tied to rage (see slide 4). She will 

obey Zeus’ summons to Olympus, and he will speak solicitously to her, reiterating that he 

intends to honor her son (though no specifics are given). Notice that Zeus does not allow the 

Olympians to spirit Hector’s body away from Achilles in secret. In contrast with how he reacts to 

Hera when they are in conflict (reminding her of his authority over her and asserting that he will 

tell her what he wants when he wants to), in book 24, Zeus will offer Thetis transparency and the 

opportunity again to control the narrative, via appealing to Achilles to return Hector’s body to 

Priam.  

 

SLIDE 4: Demeter’s grief 

 

Thetis’ arc in the Iliad compares and contrasts in interesting, noteworthy ways with Demeter’s in 

the Homeric Hymn to Demeter. Like Thetis, Demeter covers herself in dark fabric. Where Thetis 

remains with her sisters, Demeter withdraws from the company of the immortals in disguise and 

descends increasingly into a state of rage. We do not see Thetis, in the Iliad, become enraged 

(though Achilles does). 

 

SLIDE 5: Demeter attempt to immortalize Demophon 

 

Demeter’s attempt to immortalize Demophon, carried out by attempting to burn away his 

mortality, is disrupted before his immortalization process is complete. The hymn provides a 

potential origin story for the Eleusinian Mysteries, e.g., “the sons of Eleusis will wage war and 

dread battle/against one another each year on that day” at lines 766-7 and “I myself will lay out 

the rites so that hereafter/you may appease my spirit by acting lawfully.” Here, the rites are 

specific and local whereas the Iliad may refer more broadly to a PanHellenic ethos. In both 

cases, the poems speak to the relationship between mortals and immortals, especially as pertains 

to the former practicing proper rituals and paying due honors to the latter. 

 

SLIDE 6: The rage of Demeter 

 

As the goddess of the harvest, Demeter wields tremendous power that can be harnessed for 

bounty or destruction. In the hymn, her grief over Persephone’s abduction leads to rage, which 

then leads to destruction (the process we have seen in Achilles). Unlike Thetis, Demeter does not 

obey Zeus’ summons; instead, she vows to stay away until she sees her daughter again. Zeus is 

compelled to negotiate with Hades to return Persephone, thus appeasing Demeter and bringing 

her rage to an end. Though Hades carries out his own trick, Demeter is conciliated and reunited 

with her daughter.   
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SLIDE 7: The Shield of Achilles 

 

Throughout the poem, similes and events within the city of Troy evoke the world beyond the 

battlefield. Here, on the shield, all aspects of human experience are portrayed, including (as seen 

in the excerpts on this slide) marriage and the adjudication of a dispute in which two men argue 

over payment of a blood price. The dispute recalls Ajax’s frustrated critique of Achilles in the 

book nine embassy (lines 632-637): “a man will accept compensation/for his dead brother or his 

own son from the man who killed him;/the murderer pays a great price and stays among his 

people,/and the other’s heart and proud spirit are restrained,/now that he has accepted amends. 

But as for you, the gods/have given you a harsh and implacable heart in your breast—/and all for 

one girl” (page 148-9 in Verity). The “straightest verdict” speaks to a recurring association 

between straightness and justice, crookedness and injustice. 

 

SLIDE 8: Sappho Fragment 44 

 

Sappho’s poetic fragment describes the wedding of Hector and Andromache, whose marriage 

seems to achieve “imperishable fame” as a kind of tragic ideal, that of a young family cut down 

in its prime.  

 

SLIDE 9: Herodotus investigates happiness 

 

In this first book of his Histories, Herodotus shares an encounter between Solon and Croesus. 

After instituting a new system of laws in Athens that could only be changed when he was in 

residence, Solon leaves the city to ensure that the citizens live with the laws for a period before 

deciding whether they want to change them. During he travels, he visits Croesus in Sardis. 

Confident Croesus asks Solon essentially, “who is the happiest man?” fully expecting Solon to 

respond that Croesus himself is. But Solon names one Tellus of Athens who not only sustained 

financial prosperity and whose children and grandchildren all survived but also who died “a 

glorious death” defending and subsequently being honored by his city. The happiest man is not 

only he who lives well but also dies well, though Croesus does not seem to get the message since 

he repeats his question.   

 

SLIDE 10: Who is the ‘happiest’ man? 

 

When Croesus then asks Solon, “who is the next happiest man?” Solon again surprises Croesus 

by naming Cleobis and Biton, Argive brothers who carried their mother in her cart across a great 

distance so that she could make it to a festival for Hera on time. Their act brought honor to their 

mother and themselves. Their mother prayed to the goddess for “whatever it is best for a human 

being to have.” The young men lay down in the temple and died there, in their sleep, after which 

statues of them were made and dedicated at Delphi (where they still live in the site’s 

archaeological museum). Thus, it seems according to Solon that the “happiest” man is one who 

not only has a good life but a good death, a concept we will consider in relation to upcoming 

events in our Iliad… 
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